Abstract—Litz wire has been widely used in high-frequency electrical machines and transformers to minimize induced current loss and maintain high efficiency. Its heat dissipation capability can be a key design factor for high-power-density electrical machine and power electronics. Although litz wire equivalent thermal conductivity has been studied, its transposition effect is usually ignored. This paper focus on developing an analytical model to predict litz wire equivalent thermal conductivity considering its bundle transposition effects. A 3-D litz wire is modeled and simulated to validate analytical results. Also, transposed and parallel arrangement effects on litz wire equivalent thermal conductivity are compared and discussed. Hardware experiments are used to validate the analytical results in the end. The predictions of using the proposed analytical model match up well with both simulation and experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As hybridization and electrification of vehicle and airplane powertrain increase to meet power density, efficiency and emissions requirements, thermal design becomes a critical enabling factor [1]. The machine hotspot temperature determines allowable electric loading within insulation capability, and directly impacts torque density and power density [2]. Therefore, thermal management of stator winding needs to be studied first to enable high-power-density and high-efficiency electrical machine [3].

Litz wire is often selected for high-power-density and high-efficiency electrical machines and power converters, since it significantly reduces eddy-current loss with smaller conductor size and transposition arrangement [4] [5]. However, with various insulation layers (of strands, bundles, and turns) and potting materials, stator winding block becomes a complex composite. Modeling stator winding with detailed small strands, transposition arrangement, and different insulation layers, becomes a challenging and time-consuming process for machine design process. Fast but accurate prediction of winding composite effective thermal conductivity is desired for multi-physics machine design optimization [6].

Most of winding equivalent thermal conductivity analytical studies focus on the parallel arrangement. All of strands and bundles are in parallel. Detailed 2-D finite-element-analysis (FEA) can be conducted for accurate prediction [3], [7], [8]. For fast estimation, homogenization techniques are used to predict winding thermal equivalent conductivity by regrouping copper, insulation and resin areas [9], [10], [11]. A more accurate approach is using multi-scales method to account for wire shape and distribution spacing effect [12]. However, few literature considers transposition effects in litz wire configuration. [10] studied litz wire equivalent thermal conductivity by neglecting bundle transposition effects. [13] presented a thermal equivalent circuit of litz wire considering transposed effect. But it does not provide any analytical solution for predicting transposed litz wire.

This paper takes the challenge of developing an analytical model to predict equivalent thermal conductivity of litz wire considering transposition effects. The presented model has advantages of less computational time and good accuracy compared finite-element method. And it can be easily integrated in machine design process to optimize winding dimension and strand selection by coupling electromagnetic and thermal analysis. This analytical model is validated with 3-D FEA simulation and hardware experiment. The analytical prediction results show good agreement with both simulation.
and hardware results. Also, in the simulation, transposition arrangement litz wire indicates enhancement of heat dissipation compared with parallel arrangement one. This advantage could play a critical role in high-power-density, and high-efficiency electrical machines and power electronics design. Therefore, transposition effects of litz wire are worth being studied in more details while most of papers ignore.

II. TRANSPOSED LITZ WIRE GEOMETRY AND MATERIALS

The Litz wire used in this paper is selected in a high-frequency high-specific MW-level slotless machine [14]. It consists of 660 AWG 38 strands separated into 15 bundles as shown in Fig. 1b. The selected litz wire maintains rectangular shape of 0.244” by 0.063”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Thick(mil)</th>
<th>Max Temp(C)</th>
<th>Thermal Cond.(W/mK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strand</td>
<td>Polymide</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundle</td>
<td>Nomex</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resin</td>
<td>Duraco 128</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Thermal Properties of Winding Materials

Each strand surface is brushed with heavy polymide coating. Forty-four strands form a bundle wrapped with polymide insulation, which has the lowest material temperature limit in the whole machine. This strand size and wire arrangements are selected to minimize induced current loss while maintaining decent fill factor and electric loading. Epoxy resin was employed to firmly bundle Litz wires in specifically designed slot geometries shown in Fig. 1a. The associated thermal conductivity properties are presented in Table I.

III. EQUIVALENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS

The section focus on finding equivalent thermal conductivity across the rectangular litz wire cured with epoxy resin shown in Section II. Homogenization within bundles need to be adopted first. The potted litz wire effective thermal conductivity is then evaluated with an analytical model considering transposition effects. Both general and simplified model were derived.

A. Homogenization within Bundles

Since each bundle of the selected litz wire contains numerous small strands, strand /bundle insulation, and resin, homogenization needs to be applied to find its effective thermal conductivity. The detailed litz wire cross section view is presented in Fig. 1c. The first step is to find the effective thermal conductivity of strand. In this case, strand has a circle shape with strand insulation coating. It is still treated as a square shape for calculation simplification. Then, the corresponding prediction equations are

\[ k_{s,II} = \left( \frac{r_s + t_s}{k_{cu} + k_{ins}} \right) \frac{1}{1 + \frac{r_s}{t_s}} \]  

\[ k_{strand,r} = \frac{2k_{ins}t_s + k_{s,II}}{2(t_s + r_s)} \]

where \( r_s \) and \( t_s \) are strand radius and insulation thickness, \( k_{cu} \) and \( k_{ins} \) are copper and insulation thermal conductivity.

The next step is to evaluate bundle effective thermal conductivity. According to [11], the bundle equivalent thermal conductivity along with radial (perpendicular) direction can be evaluated by

\[ k_{bundle,r} = \frac{(1 + ff)k_{strand,r} + (1 - ff)k_{res}}{(1 - ff)k_{strand,r} + (1 + ff)k_{res}} \]

where \( k_{res} \) and \( k_{strand,r} \) are thermal conductivity of filled resin and strand along perpendicular direction, \( ff \) is fill factor of conductor within homogenization area. If bundle has a layer of insulator, (3) needs to be fed into (1) and (2) to get correction to include bundle insulation thermal effect.

B. Homogenization within Litz Wire Considering Transposition Effect

The selected litz wire consists of two layers of bundles. These two layers of bundles are wrapped together to form a rectangular wire shape with a transposition angle of \( \theta \), 23.78 degree. The detailed geometry modeling is presented in Fig. 2.

There are mainly two heat flow paths of each bundle considered in this analytical model as shown in Fig. 3. One is along the bundle radial (perpendicular) direction. The other
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Fig. 2: One Pitch Litz Wire Geometry - Full Model

Fig. 3: One Pitch Litz Wire Geometry of Single Bundle with Heat Path Flow Arrows in Radial and Axial Directions

Fig. 4: General Thermal Equivalent Circuit of the Selected Bundle within Half Pitch

one is the bundle axial (transverse) direction. Both paths are interleaved each other to extract heat from winding. The axial heat path of bundles are ignored over here, since the main heat dissipation path of winding in electrical machines is along with radial direction of bundles in litz wire.

1) Generalized Model: The proposed analytical model fo-
cus on two symmetrical bundles within cured litz wires. These two bundles are decomposed into small lumped component including both radial and axial thermal resistances. And these two bundles are interleaved each other to form a meshed lumped equivalent circuit as in Fig. 4. Heat source is modeled as current source and injected on the top of each bundle. The node temperature rise on the bundle top surface can be obtained by solving the proposed equivalent circuit by the following analytical method. It can be implemented in MATLAB or other mathematical calculation programming tools. The temperature rise is not uniform in this case, although a uniform heat flux boundary condition is imposed on the top of winding surface. This is due to non-uniform thermal resistances and heat dissipation path lengths. Also, this general model only analyzes one turn or layer of winding. The axial length is assumed to be half pitch because of the repeating geometry pattern.

The modeled litz wire section is decomposed into four and 2n layers along with radial and axial direction respectively. \( R_{ac} \) and \( R_{rc} \) are the lumped thermal resisrance of curve part. The radial and axial thermal resistances in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 and 5 are

\[
R_r = \frac{n \cdot H \cdot k_f (1 + ff)k_{b,r} + (1 - ff)k_f}{W(L \cdot \sec \theta - 2H \cdot \csc \theta)k_{b,r}} (4)
\]

\[
R_a = \frac{L \cdot \sec \theta - 2H \cdot \csc \theta}{n \cdot WH \cdot k_{b,a}} (5)
\]

\[
R_{rc} = \frac{\cos \theta \cdot k_f (1 + ff)k_{b,r} + (1 - ff)k_f}{H \cdot k_{b,r}} (6)
\]

\[
R_{ac} = \frac{\csc \theta \cdot W \cdot k_{b,a}}{ff} + R_a (7)
\]

where \( ff \) is the bundle area fill factor of wire cross section, \( L, H, W \) are the litz wire one pitch rectangular dimensions, \( k_{b,r} \) and \( k_{b,a} \) are bundle equivalent thermal conductivity, \( \theta \) is transposed angle.

The proposed lumped mesh circuit model can be solved analytically by using iterative method to eliminate intersection nodes of three or four branches. The goal of solving this meshing circuit is to find equivalent resistance associated with each current source by eliminating mesh intersection nodes. Such elimination process starts from the edge of circuit and propagates towards the source-associated branch.

Suppose \( T_1 \) is the unknown target shown in Fig. 5. Only the heat source at branch 1 is active, and other heat sources are open by the superposition principle. The circuit simplification starts from the branch 2n and 2n – 1. There will be two Y-delta transformations to remove meshing circuit intersections of branch 2n. The transformation process can be applied to each branch iteratively.

The first transformation is shown in Fig. 6. Basically, the intersection point highlighted as blue in Fig. 6 is the elimination target. The associated resistances are given as:

\[
R_{t} = 2R_{r}, \quad R_{tm} = R_{a}, \quad R_{b} = R_{r}; (8)
\]

\[
R'_{d_{tm}} = \frac{R_{t}R_{m} + R_{m}R_{b} + R_{t}R_{b}}{R_{b}} (9)
\]

\[
R'_{d_{mb}} = \frac{R_{t}R_{m} + R_{m}R_{b} + R_{t}R_{b}}{R_{t}} (10)
\]

\[
R'_{d_{tb}} = \frac{R_{t}R_{m} + R_{m}R_{b} + R_{t}R_{b}}{R_{m}} (11)
\]

where \( t \) denotes as top, \( m \) denotes as middle, and \( b \) denotes as bottom.

Then, the next step is to remove the highlighted red inter-
section point in Fig. 7. The first transformation results need to be grouped into the branch 2n – 1 and manipulated as 7
Fig. 5: General Thermal Equivalent Circuit Seen at the Branch #1 Heat Source Injection Point

Fig. 6: First Circuit Transformation within Branch #2n-1 and #2n

Fig. 7: Second Circuit Transformation within Branch #2n-1 and #2n

(b). The associated resistances of the second transformation can be obtained as:

\[ R_{d,tm}'' = \frac{R_a R_d'_{ty} + R_a R_d'_{th} + R_d'_{ty} R_d'_{tb}}{R_d''_{tb}} \]  
(12)

\[ R_{d,mb}'' = \frac{R_a R_d'_{tm} + R_a R_d'_{th} + R_d'_{tm} R_d'_{tb}}{R_a} \]  
(13)

\[ R_{d,th}'' = \frac{R_a R_d'_{tm} + R_a R_d'_{th} + R_d'_{tm} R_d''_{tb}}{R_d'_{tm}} \]  
(14)

\[ R_d(2n) = R_d''_{tb} \]  
(15)

With the above two Y-delta transformations, the branch \( n \) only has one resistor \( R_d(2n) \) in parallel with other branches shown in Fig. 8 (d). And the branch \( 2n-1 \) results into the same circuit structure of 6 (a). The exact calculation process can be conducted through the branch \( 2n-2 \) and \( 2n-1 \) with (7)-(14). The only change in this process is to update \( R_t, R_m, \) and \( R_b \) with transformed resistor values shown as:

\[ R_t = R_r || R''_{d,tm}, \quad R_m = R_a, \quad R_b = R_r || R''_{d,mb} || R''_{d,mb} \]  
(16)

An iterative method can be used to calculate equivalent resistor in each branch following the above transformation procedure. After going through all of the branches from \( 2n \) to 1, there will be only one equivalent resistance associated with each branch. That means there are \( 2n \) parallel resistors resulting from the mesh intersection elimination process. Therefore, the total equivalent resistance and temperature of the current source 1 becomes

\[ R_{eq,1} = R_r + R_d(1) || R_d(2) || \cdots || R_d(2n) \]  
(17)

\[ T_1 = R_{eq,1} \cdot Q/2n \]  

The equivalent thermal resistance at branch 2 can be solved by similar principles. And most of lumped resistances in (7) can be reused over here except \( R_d(2) \) which needs to be evaluated.
The overall average equivalent thermal conductivity can be evaluated with average temperature rise, litz wire block dimensions, and heat flux.

\[ R_{\text{eq},2} = R_r + R_d(2n) || R_d^{(2)} || R_d(3) || \cdots || R_d(2n) \]

\[ T_2 = R_{\text{eq},2} \cdot Q/2n \quad (18) \]

Therefore, the general equivalent thermal resistance and temperature seen from the heat source of branch \( i \) becomes

\[ R_{\text{eq},i} = R_r + R_d(2n) || R_d(2n-1) || \cdots || R_d(2n-i+1) || R_d^{(i)} || R_d(2(i+1)) || \cdots || R_d(2n) \]

\[ T_i = R_{\text{eq},i} \cdot Q/2n \quad (19) \]

With the equivalent thermal resistance and temperature at each heat source, the average equivalent thermal resistance and temperature of the winding block surface is

\[ R_{\text{eq,avg}} = R_r + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{\text{eq},i} \quad T_{\text{avg}} = R_{\text{eq,avg}}Q/2n \quad (20) \]

The overall average equivalent thermal conductivity can be evaluated from total resistance:

\[ k_e = \frac{H}{W(L \sec \theta - 2H \csc \theta)R_{\text{tot}}} \quad (24) \]

This simplified model combined with bundle homogenization equations can be easily implemented in MATLAB and Excel sheet. It can also facilitate machine design optimization and electro-thermal trade-off study.

IV. Validation Results

This section presents a detailed 3-D FEA model of transposed litz wire to validate analytical model results. Both bundle radial and axial thermal conductivity were varied in a large range to confirm the proposed analytical model prediction accuracy. Furthermore, litz wire with parallel arrangement was modeled to explore the benefits of using transposition arrangement from thermal aspect. At last, a hardware setup was used to validate prediction values using the selected litz wire samples that is potted within resin.

A. 3-D FEA Simulation

The 3-D model for the rectangular transposed litz wire was imported into ANSYS to simulate steady state thermal analysis. Only one pitch of transposed wires are modeled and calculated. The bundles within resin block are assigned with radial and axial thermal properties and local coordinates. The bottom boundary condition of resin block is 20 C. The top boundary condition of resin block is 50 W heat applied. Other boundary surfaces are assigned with perfect insulation. The parallel arrangement was also modeled to study transposition effects on litz wire thermal conductivity. The resin and litz wire bundle radial and axial thermal conductivity are assigned with specific values that are close to the real case in Section II.

Figure 10 and 11 are the temperature distribution contours of transposed and parallel litz wire. It is interesting to notice that temperature rise in transposed case is lower than the parallel case, since bundles have large thermal conductivity on axial (transverse) direction. The hotspot temperature of the potted litz wire block with transposition is around 10.5\% lower than the parallel one. The maximum temperature on the litz wire bundle of transposition bundle is 15.5\% lower than the parallel one. Even though the bundle radial thermal conductivity is only 0.88\% of the axial thermal conductivity, the axial dimension of litz wire bundle is hundred times than the radial dimension, which reduces thermal benefits using transposition arrangement.

B. Theory and Simulation Prediction Comparison

The effective thermal conductivity of the simulated transposed litz wire dimensions are calculated using equations in III. The boundary conditions, litz wire geometry, and material properties are the same in both calculation and simulation setup of IV-A. The theoretical and simulation prediction results were compared with varying both bundle radial and axial thermal conductivities in wide ranges. Such way can better
Fig. 10: Simulation Results for the Transposed Arrangement \( (k_{bundle,r} = 0.88\text{W/mK}, k_{bundle,a} = 100\text{W/mK}, k_{resin} = 0.8\text{W/mK}) \)

Fig. 11: Simulation Results for the Parallel Arrangement \( (k_{bundle,r} = 0.88\text{W/mK}, k_{bundle,a} = 100\text{W/mK}, k_{resin} = 0.8\text{W/mK}) \)

Fig. 12: Analytical Model Validation with Various Bundle Radial Thermal Conductivity

Fig. 13: Analytical Model Validation with Various Bundle Axial Thermal Conductivity

capture transposition effects on litz wire heat dissipation performance.

Figure 12 presents the effective thermal conductivity results of both theoretical and simulation by varying bundle radial (perpendicular) thermal conductivity from 0.5 - 10 W/mK. The axial thermal conductivity is fixed as 100 W/mK here. The simulation result is based on average temperature of the top surface. Even though there is a uniform heat flux boundary condition applied, the temperature rise distribution across litz wire is not the same everywhere. Because copper and insulation distributions are not uniform along x,y,z directions in the transposed. The litz wire with parallel arrangement has
uniform material distribution along with axial direction. Figure 13 shows the effective thermal conductivity of various bundle axial thermal conductivity values while fixing bundle radial thermal conductivity as 0.88 W/mK. The variation of bundle axial thermal conductivity is large ranging from 0.1 - 1000 W/mK. Both Fig. 12 and 13 show that the theoretical results have a good agreement with the simulation results by varying both radial and axial thermal properties.

Regarding computational time, using analytical model to predict effective thermal conductivity only costs 1-2 seconds in MATLAB programming environment. However, simulation model needs at least half hour to finish meshing and computational process. If CAD model development is included, simulation model will cost days to months work. Overall, the proposed analytical model, especially simplified model has advantages of saving computation time and working efforts.

C. Theoretical and Experimental Results Comparison

There are three samples used during the equivalent thermal conductivity measurement test. All of these samples were made with the same type of litz wire presented in Section II. Sample 1 has three layers of litz wire and potted with epoxy resin. Sample 2 has six layers and sample 3 has 12 layers. The associated material properties are listed in Table I.

![Fig. 14: Equivalent Thermal Conductivity Measurement Setup](image)

The equivalent thermal conductivity measurement setup was initially designed for measuring thermal switch property [15]. It consists of cold and hot copper block and steel interface blocks drilled with three thermistor holes respectively. The hot copper block is supplied with consistent heat source generated by a dc power supply. The cold copper block is cooled by chiller water which is set with 10 C. Two pieces of steel interface blocks were manufactured with the exact same interface area as the ones of sample blocks. Sample was inserted between two steel blocks and covered with thermal paste to minimize thermal contact resistance. Furthermore, temperature was measured through six thermistors, not popular thermocouples. Because thermistors have more stable and accurate temperature measurement. All of thermistors were located with 5 mm gap shown in Fig 14. Insulation foam was wrapped around the setup to minimize heat flux leaking from thermal conduction process.

The temperature measurements were collected at steady state where temperature difference stays within 0.1 C. The sample dimensions, heat source, and temperature measurements are presented in Table II. The effective thermal conductivity of three samples have similar values. The average value of the selected litz wire effective thermal conductivity is 1.188 W/mK. And the analytical prediction of equivalent thermal conductivity using Section III is 1.1 W/mK. So the prediction value has roughly 8% error. It indicate that the presented analytical model is effective in predicting litz wire equivalent thermal conductivity considering transposition.

V. Conclusions

Transposition effects on equivalent thermal conductivity of potted litz wire are studied in this paper. A detailed analytical model of predicting transposed litz wire thermal performance is presented and discussed. Simulation and hardware experiments are used to validate the proposed prediction method accuracy. It turns out that the proposed analytical model prediction has a good agreement with both validation results.

### TABLE II: Experimental Data of Three Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sample1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.8 X 25.4</td>
<td>1.0805</td>
<td>0.9677</td>
<td>36.77</td>
<td>35.90</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td>1.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample2</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td>6.8 X 25.5</td>
<td>0.7549</td>
<td>0.6926</td>
<td>42.72</td>
<td>59.02</td>
<td>51.95</td>
<td>1.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>6.8 X 25.6</td>
<td>0.5533</td>
<td>0.5353</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>92.54</td>
<td>85.46</td>
<td>1.171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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